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According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the unvaccinated make
up 95% to 99% of COVID hospitalizations. But in a news clip shared by Fox News host Laura
Ingraham, CDC Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky reveals how that data is “grossly misleading.”

By Dr. Joseph Mercola

The Defender is experiencing censorship on many social channels. Be sure to stay in touch with the news
that matters by subscribing to our top news of the day. It's free.

Story at-a-glance:

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the White House and most
mainstream media, what we have now is a “pandemic of the unvaccinated,” with 95% to 99% of
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COVID-related hospitalizations and deaths being attributed to the unvaccinated.

To achieve that statistic, the CDC included hospitalization and mortality data from January through
June. The vast majority of the U.S. population was unvaccinated during that timeframe.

By Jan. 1 only 0.5% of the U.S. population had received a COVID shot. By mid-April, an estimated
31% had received one or more shots and as of June 15, 48.7% were fully “vaccinated.”

Natural immunity o�ers robust protection against all variants, whereas vaccine-induced immunity
can’t. The reason for this is because when you recover from the natural infection, you have both
antibodies and T cells against all parts of the virus, not just the spike protein.

According to Dr. Anthony Fauci, the Delta variant is both more transmissible and more dangerous
than the original virus and previous variants, but real-world data show it is actually weaker and far
less dangerous, even though it does spread more easily.

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the White House and most mainstream
media, what we have now is a “pandemic of the unvaccinated.”

According to the o�cial narrative, 99% of COVID-19 deaths and 95% of COVID-related hospitalizations
are occurring among the unvaccinated. In a July 16 White House press brie�ng, CDC director Dr.
Rochelle Walensky claimed “over 97% of people who are entering the hospital right now are
unvaccinated.”

But as reported by Fox News anchor Laura Ingraham on “The Ingraham Angle,” “that statistic is
grossly misleading,” and in an Aug. 5 video statement, Walensky inadvertently revealed how that 95%
to 99% statistic was created.

Grossly misleading data manipulation

As it turns out, to achieve those statistics, the CDC included hospitalization and mortality data from
January through June 2021. It does not include more recent data or data related to the Delta variant,
which is now the most prevalent strain in circulation. The problem is, the vast majority of the
U.S.population was unvaccinated during that timeframe.

By Jan. 1, only 0.5% of the U.S. population had received a COVID shot. By mid-April, an estimated 31%
had received one or more shots, and as of June 15, 48.7% were fully “vaccinated.” Keep in mind that
you’re not “fully vaccinated” until two weeks after your second dose (in the case of P�zer or Moderna),
which is given up to six weeks after your �rst shot. This is according to the CDC.

So, those receiving an initial dose in June, for example, won’t be “fully vaccinated” until eight weeks
later, sometime in July or August.
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By using statistics from a time period when the U.S. as a whole was largely unvaccinated, the CDC is
now claiming we’re in a “pandemic of the unvaccinated,” in an e�ort to demonize those who still have
not agreed to receive this experimental gene modi�cation injection.

ORDER TODAY: Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.'s New
Book — 'The Real Anthony Fauci'

Selective pressure promotes emergence of new variants

Here’s what Canadian viral immunologist and vaccine researcher Dr. Byram Bridle told Ingraham
about the claim that we’re in a pandemic of the unvaxxed, and that the unvaccinated are hotbeds for
dangerous variants:

“Absolutely, it’s untrue to be calling this a pandemic of the unvaccinated. And it’s certainly
untrue … that the unvaccinated are somehow driving the emergence of the novel variants. This
goes against every scienti�c principle that we understand.

“The reality is, the nature of the vaccines we are using right now, and the way we’re rolling them
out, are going to be applying selective pressure to this virus to promote the emergence of new
variants. Again, this is based on sound principles.

“We have to look no further than … the emergence of antibiotic resistance … The principle is
this: If you have a biological entity that is prone to mutation — and the SARS-CoV-2, like all
coronaviruses is prone to mutation — and you apply a narrowly focused selective pressure that
is nonlethal, and you do this over a long period of time, this is the recipe for driving the
emergence of novel variants.

“This is exactly what we’re doing. Our vaccines are focused on a single protein of the virus, so
the virus only has to alter one protein, and the vaccines don’t come close to providing sterilizing
immunity.

“People who are vaccinated still get infected, it only seems particularly good at blunting the
disease, and what that tells you therefore is that these vaccines in the vast majority of people
are applying a nonlethal pressure, narrowly focused on one protein, and the vaccine rollout is
occurring over a long period of time. That’s the recipe for driving variants.”

Natural immunity o�ers far superior protection

Bridle also explains why natural immunity o�ers robust protection against all variants, whereas
vaccine-induced immunity can’t. When you acquire the infection naturally, your body develops
antibodies against ALL of the viral proteins whereas the COVID shots only trigger antibodies against
one, namely the spike protein.
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As mentioned above, when you have antibodies against just one of the viral proteins, the virus only
needs to mutate that one protein in order to evade your immune system. When you have natural
immunity, on the other hand, your antibodies will recognize all parts of the virus, so even if the spike
protein is mutated, your body will recognize other parts of the virus and mount an attack against
those.

That SARS-CoV-2 works the same way other viruses do was shown in a Nature Reviews Immunology
study by Alessandro Sette and Shane Crotty, published in October 2020. The study, “Cross-Reactive
Memory T Cells and Herd Immunity to SARS-CoV-2” argued that naturally-acquired immunity against
SARS-CoV-2 is potent, long-lasting and very broad in scope, as you develop both antibodies and T
cells that target multiple components of the virus and not just one.

If we are to depend on vaccine-induced immunity, as public health o�cials are urging us to do, we’ll
end up on a never-ending booster treadmill. Boosters will absolutely be necessary, as the shot o�ers
such narrow protection against a single protein of the virus. Already, data around the world show
vaccine-induced protection is waning rapidly in the face of new variants, and Moderna has publicly
stated that the need for additional boosters is expected.
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How dangerous is the Delta variant?

According to Dr. Anthony Fauci, the Delta variant is both more transmissible and more dangerous
than the original virus and previous variants. July 4, 2021, he told NBC News:

“It is more e�ective and e�cient in its ability to transmit from person to person. And studies
that we’ve seen where they have been the variant that’s dominated in other countries, it’s clear
that it appears to be more lethal in the sense of more serious — allow you to get more serious
disease leading to hospitalization, and in some cases leading to deaths.”

In a June 29 interview, Fauci called the Delta variant “a game-changer” for unvaccinated people,
warning it will devastate the unvaccinated population while vaccinated individuals are protected
against it.

Remember, Fauci is not a clinician and has never treated someone infected with SARS-CoV-2. Other
health experts and practicing physicians who treat COVID-19 patients disagree with Fauci’s claims,
arguing that not only is the Delta variant not more dangerous, it’s certainly not more dangerous for
the unvaccinated.

As reported by Ingraham in June 2021 (video above), there’s an evolutionary genetics theory called
Muller’s Ratchet, which states that as an outbreak starts to peter out, the virus tends to mutate into a
more transmissible form, but at the same time it grows weaker, causing far less serious infection.
According to epidemiologist and cardiologist Dr. Peter McCullough, this is exactly what we’re seeing.
He told Ingraham:

“The good news is on the 18th of June, the United Kingdom presented their 16th report11 on
the mutations — and they’re doing a great job, much better than our CDC — and what they
demonstrated is that the Delta is more contagious but it’s far less deadly, far less worrisome. In
fact, it’s a much weaker virus than both the U.K. [Alpha] and the South African [Beta] variants.

Spike mutations render vaccinated vulnerable to delta

Importantly, the Delta variant contains three di�erent mutations, all in the spike protein. This,
McCullough explains, allows this variant to evade the immune responses in those who have received
the COVID jabs — but not those who have natural immunity which, again, is much broader. In a June
30 appearance on Fox News, McCullough stated:

A Real Epidemiologist SILENCES The Democrats FA Real Epidemiologist SILENCES The Democrats F……
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“It is very clear from the UK Technical Brie�ng13 that was published June 18th that the vaccine
provides no protection against the Delta variant. It’s a very mild variant.

“Whether you get the vaccine or not, patients will get some very mild symptoms like a cold and
they can be easily managed … Patients who have severe symptoms or at high risk, we can use
simple drug combinations at home and get them through the illness. So, there’s no reason now
to push vaccinations.”

Children’s Health Defense chief scienti�c o�cer Brian Hooker, Ph.D., has echoed McCullough’s
sentiments. The Defender quotes Hooker:

“What we’re seeing is virus evolution 101. Viruses like to survive, so killing the host (i.e. the
human who is infected) defeats the purpose because killing the host kills the virus, too. For this
reason, new variants of viruses that circulate widely through the population tend to become
more transmissive but less pathogenic. In other words, they will spread more easily from
person to person, but they will cause less damage to the host.

The vaccine focuses on the spike protein, whereas natural immunity focuses on the entire virus.

“Natural immunity — with a more diverse array of antibodies and T-cell receptors — will
provide better protection overall as it has more targets in which to attack the virus, whereas
vaccine-derived immunity only focuses on one portion of the virus, in this case, the spike
protein. Once that portion of the virus has mutated su�ciently, the vaccine no longer is
e�ective.”

Real-world data show most of infected are fully ‘vaccinated’

Real-world data from areas with high COVID jab rates show the complete converse of what media,
the CDC and White House o�cials are telling us. In addition to the British Technical Brie�ng No. 16,
cited above, we have additional data from Israel, Scotland, Massachusetts and Gibraltar:

Aug.1, 2021, director of Israel’s Public Health Services, Dr. Sharon Alroy-Preis, announced half of
all COVID-19 infections were among the fully vaccinated. Signs of more serious disease among
fully vaccinated are also emerging, she said, particularly in those over the age of 60.

A few days later, Aug. 5, Dr. Kobi Haviv, director of the Herzog Hospital in Jerusalem, appeared
on Channel 13 News, reporting that 95% of severely ill COVID-19 patients are fully vaccinated,
and that they make up 85% to 90% of COVID-related hospitalizations overall. As of Aug. 2,
66.9% of Israelis had received at least one dose of P�zer’s injection, which is used exclusively in
Israel; 62.2% had received two doses.

In Scotland, o�cial data on hospitalizations and deaths show 87% of those who have died from
COVID-19 in the third wave that began in early July were vaccinated.

A CDC investigation of an outbreak in Barnstable County, Massachusetts, between July 6 through
July 25, found 74% of those who received a diagnosis of COVID19, and 80% of hospitalizations,
were among the fully vaccinated. Most, but not all, had the Delta variant of the virus.

The CDC also found that fully vaccinated individuals who contract the infection have as high a
viral load in their nasal passages as unvaccinated individuals who get infected. This means the
vaccinated are just as infectious as the unvaccinated.

In Gibraltar, which has a 99% COVID jab compliance rate, COVID cases have risen by 2,500% since
June 1.

While those who bene�t from keeping the pandemic going would like you to cower in fear at the
thought of the Delta variant, there’s really no evidence that it’s any worse than the original. It’s more
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transmissible, yes, but far less dangerous, as its primary symptoms are that of a regular cold.

According to Harvard and Stanford professors, the actual number of Americans dying from or with
COVID-19 are actually at an all-time low, so alarmism is uncalled for.

And, as for viral social media posts by doctors and nurses claiming hospitals are over�owing with
unvaccinated COVID patients, don’t believe them. Most are bots. We’ve repeatedly seen evidence that
fearmongering is being spread not by real people but by fake accounts run by arti�cial intelligence.
This includes blue check accounts. Here’s a sampling of recent bot farm tweets trying to scare
everyone:
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Originally published by Mercola.

The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the authors and do not necessarily re�ect the
views of Children's Health Defense.
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Kim from Brooklyn • 8 days ago

• Reply •

The good Doc Mercola does it again. Bravo! What would we do
without the likes of him?

The media IS STILL THE VIRUS, therefore, we must stick to our
plan and remain vigilant to the lies and deceptions that
bigpharma, CDC, WHO, Fauci, and all the other fear mongers
are dishing out. Eventually, their lies will get so played out and
ridiculous, that even they won't believe it anymore.

It is unfortunate that those that got the jab believe they are the
safe ones. It's even more unfortunate, that so many would rather
turn a blind eye on all of it and hope it just magically disappears. I
am constantly amazed at how many people have zero concept of
what is really going on.

All I can say is I am forever grateful for the Defender and those
that come here to share what they know. God bless you all.

 47△ ▽

MarkTwain2020  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Kim from Brooklyn

Absolutely, Kim. The media aren't enablers; they are the
tip of the spear. Without the mass hypnosis by CNN et al,
none of this would've been possible. I think Alex Berenson
asked, "Would we even know Covid existed if it weren't for
the media?"

 32△ ▽

SARAB  • 8 days ago> Kim from Brooklyn

Yes! And Dr Mercola has been amazing too I remember
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• Reply •

Yes! And Dr. Mercola has been amazing too. I remember
he wrote one of the first articles I read about this
plandemic. It included: the virus, man-made or not, the
Wuhan lab, the World Games, Event 201 - all covered in
one article written last year in March, I believe.

 13△ ▽

Roacheforque • 8 days ago

• Reply •

Once you know who the liars are, it is easy to see that everything
they say is a lie.

 39△ ▽

rashenulthot  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Roacheforque

Very true. Liars don't stop lying, even when they do not
need to...
 4△ ▽

Rob DF  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Roacheforque

It's a little more nuanced in that the liars do rely on half
truths to fool as many people as possible. Technically the
99% narrative is true, it's just not applicable in the context
they're using. The classic sign of a more sophisticated
(and dangerous) liar.
 3△ ▽

Julie Hanson • 8 days ago

• Reply •

Now I get it. The bot farms are putting out these posts and tweets
about the ICU's all being overrun with unvaccinated Covid
patients. Suddenly it all becomes clear.

 24△  ▽ 1

MarkTwain2020  • 8 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Julie Hanson

I just left the MSM. Pharma Cabal is running rampant.
This is disgusting.

 11△ ▽

Mark Bachelder  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> MarkTwain2020

Fake news, Mark...we know you are dead.
 3△ ▽

MarkTwain2020  
• 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Mark Bachelder

"I was dead for millions of years before I
was born, and it never inconvenienced me
a bit." -Twain
 8△ ▽

mushypea  • 8 days ago> Julie Hanson

A couple weeks ago the same news article was popping
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• Reply •

up on regional news sites, about children's
hospitals/wards being over run by Covid patients. It was
bizarre as the wording was the same, just changed the
names of hospitals/doctors. It was total rubbish, according
to my local health department they had FIVE children in
hospital with Covid over a week.
 4△ ▽

Kd June  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> mushypea

Yes...Medscape is one of the propaganda filled BS
spreaders...and they are/WERE a trusted source
for medical professionals. The same MDs follow
and comment on all articles related to CoVid-19
and Medscape Censorship is obvious if one does
not agree with these articles and MD
spews...especially against unvaxxed individuals.
There are a few that still uphold doing no harm and
freedom of healthcare choice....but not many.
△ ▽

rashenulthot  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Kd June

medical professionals will soon be held with
the same esteem as journalists. 
journalists have tried to overtake
lawyers/politicians, but that is a tough race
to win...
△ ▽

Genghis Con • 8 days ago

• Reply •

CDC = Communist Deception Comrades. All BS. I heard through
a trusted friend who knows many Texas firefighters, and their
consensus was clear, the vaccinated are the people they are
taking in for emergency care. They also mentioned that they
have never seen such respiratory conditions in AUGUST where
respiratory viruses are normally non-existent. They said it was
clear, the only factor that makes 2021 different is the jab.

Why is the media censoring the real facts?
 23△  ▽ 1

Pat Ormsby  • 8 days ago> Genghis Con

Same thing happening in Japan, but they don't tell us the
vaccination status of the patients. Still something is funny
when you get a surge of respiratory infections in summer
right after a major vaccination campaign (which was
introduced after economic pressure was applied to Japan
in late June) against that very disease, and I hear doctors
in Japan are petitioning to have the vaccination program
halted. I also noticed for a while, the publicity blitz went
quiet then came back with "although you may feel a little
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• Reply •

quiet, then came back with although you may feel a little
sick after vaccination, it's nothing to worry about." They
are slowly ramping up the pressure again, playing up the
numbers of new cases. But I notice they are saying
nothing at all about the fatality rate in this wave (allegedly
delta variant) being lower than in the last two, though that
data shows up on the screen.
 7△ ▽

mushypea  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Genghis Con

Hospitals here in Iowa have been banging on about the
huge numbers of respiratory illnesses too, unusual for this
time of year. A doctor talking about this also let slip theres
been a big uptick in heart attacks and strokes....
 5△ ▽

Kd June  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> mushypea

Here in MN and western WI respiratory illness is
spreading around...the thing is people ARE
actually testing negative for covid. The deal is,
viruses are everywhere and there is actually labs
out there running tests appropriately....and testing
for influenza and RSV (in the babes) at the same
time. My family has been sick and are a prime
example of this. When I hear positive for CoVid-19
I immediately am suspicious. If I ever get tested,
which I never have, I will demand to know the
specifics of my test results if deemed positive. The
old adage of stay home if you're sick, cover your
cough and wash your damn hands still holds
tremendously strong.
 6△ ▽

We All Must Be Aware  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Genghis Con

FOR SHEER AND TOTAL GREEDY MONGER PROFIT!!!
THAT IS ALL!!!
 3△ ▽

K Mit  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Genghis Con

More appropriate in this case: CDC = CAPITALIST
DECEPTION CRIMINALS. 
Nothing to do with communism here!  
Trump, Fauci, Daszak, Baric, Biden, US Congress,
Pfaker, J & J = ANGLO/CAPITALISM.
 5△  ▽ 1

jeddrich  • 7 days ago> K Mit

Communism = Capitalism for Elite, Slavery for
Masses
3
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• Reply • 3△ ▽

rashenulthot  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> K Mit

Corporatism, not capitalism. 
And capitalism without an underlying value
system, is worthless, like pretty much everything...
 2△ ▽

Countrygirl1411  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Genghis Con

FDA = Federal Death Agency 
Censoring because they are told to so the narrative fits
the political agenda.
△ ▽

boldgandydancer  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Genghis Con

$$$$$ AS ALWAYS
△ ▽

Old Lady  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Genghis Con

Facts are bad for business.
△ ▽

Sandy Wilson • 8 days ago

• Reply •

Thanks 
guys: Don't Back Down

 12△ ▽

Kim from Brooklyn  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Sandy Wilson

They, and we, are not going anywhere...:)
 1△ ▽

LinUK • 7 days ago

• Reply •

"When you have natural immunity, on the other hand, your
antibodies will recognize all parts of the virus, so even if the spike
protein is mutated, your body will recognize other parts of the
virus and mount an attack against those." 
Proof yet again that God's design is infinitely superior to man's
attempts.

 11△ ▽

Abresh Arquah  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> LinUK

No such thing as 'god'... if you want to say 'nature' then I
will agree with you.
△  ▽ 1

Rob DF • 8 days ago

I'm from an applied science background and when I first hear the
99% statement from Fauci and the CDC I immediately knew the
game they were playing In fact I did a quick calculation and
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• Reply •

game they were playing. In fact I did a quick calculation and
confirmed that they were using ALL Covid deaths since the
beginning of the "pandemic". Not that I needed any confirmation
but this was just a disgusting and egregious distortion of the data
with the sole possible purpose of misleading anyone who wasn't
paying attention or doesn't care to question the narrative and do
a simple calculation. To a friend (who should have known better) I
gave an example of how 2 can play that game. Per CDC data
there were 160 "breakthrough" deaths of fully vaccinated
individuals as of April 30th, by July 6th that number had risen to
988, which is a 618% INCREASE IN 2 MONTHS.... Absolutely
disgusting, I wouldn't believe a word these con artists utter.

 10△ ▽

Kim from Brooklyn  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Rob DF

I am sure some lame brained genius is wondering
".....hmmmm.....I wonder how long I can keep this up
before they notice?????"...

Much like all criminals and abusers, they question the
victim(s) and wonder "when are they going to stop me
from doing this?".....they truly don't believe they could go
and on without being stopped at some point.
 4△ ▽

Mary Nelson • 8 days ago

• Reply •

Keep your cool and if you get sick, just take care like you would
probably do for almost any cold.

 10△ ▽

Kevin F  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Mary Nelson

Totally agree. And there are many good protocols to keep
you out of the hospital and off the vent. Like this one: 
https://covid19criticalcare...
 6△ ▽

Abresh Arquah  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Mary Nelson

Yeah... oh wait... nope: Doing that killed my mother, even
though I was conversing with her doctor DAILY by internet
telling them "I'm concerned, she's getting worse every
day!" and they still didn't want me to check her into the
hospital. 
Well, finally got her into the hospital when her face turned
blue due to CoVid... too late because she died May 29th
2020. 
Add into this that father was sent home from a rehab
center in April with CoVid and gave this to Mom and I and
HE died from it on May 5th 2020...
△ ▽
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Joanne  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Abresh Arquah

I am so sorry for your losses.
△ ▽

mushypea  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Abresh Arquah

I agree that the "staying home and doing nothing"
protocol is not good advice, yet this is what we
were told to do. Stay at home and treat your
symptoms - as per the post above from Kevin.
△ ▽

Jacek R  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Mary Nelson

Very logical thinking, Mary. Thanks
△ ▽

FattyWink • 7 days ago

• Reply •

I hate to say it, but all the lies, all this campaigning against the
unvaccinated (in order to condition a behavior of forever taking
vaccines) works. Facts don't matter. Feelings over facts is the
name of the game. They can lie everyday because no one in the
mainstream is going to call them out, and they have established
that you're not allowed to listen to anyone outside the
mainstream, and, if you think for yourself, well, then you're a
terrorist or terrorist supporter. And if any future "attacks" happen,
you will be associated with those.

I went to a gathering over the weekend, where one of the last
experimental-vaxx holdouts (besides myself) was talking about
how they finally decided to get vaccinated citing concern for their
young kids - then it was brought up that I still hadn't been
vaccinated (I tend not to volunteer that info) and I said, "I might
get vaccinated in 3-5 years after the vaccines have proven their
long-term safety and efficacy, to which the host of the gathering
laughed like I was crazy, the rest of the time, people didn't talk to
me as much, nor hang around me as much - and this is a crew I
get along with well.

But this attitude is echoed in my coworkers, who routinely speak
of the unvaccinated as some sort of disease-carrying plague and
the cause of all the world's problems. I want to say to them, "Hey
idjots, I'm the exact same healthy person physiologically as I was
in 2019. Nothing has changed. I am not "sick", nor carrying any
disease. My body is exactly the same as it was. If anything,
YOU'RE the ones who have manipulated yourselves and thus
are the wildcard."
 9△ ▽

True  • 7 days ago • edited> FattyWink

First, you probably know now that true character comes
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out under stress or peer pressure. You may need to start
looking for new friends, real ones....no joke. Second,
work... that's actually called mobbing and I believe it's
workplace harassment so, keep in mind. It may not help to
know but I've been there, almost verbatim.... we're in the
same boat of sanity where not acting rash won't cause
anything to capsize! 
AND.....Fun fact: NOT ONE of those smug judgemental
fools is smart enough to realize, they took part in an
experimental drug trial lasting til 2023, which means:
HALF OF ALL PARTICIPANTS GOT A PLACEBO!😱 and
weren't provided this knowledge with their "I'm in the
clique" card. Not a secret, they can look up, but no one's
safety is at the head of this. If safety were the concern, all
would have been provided info on who was safe to be
with people and who wasn't, so they could personally stay
safe and keep others safe. That knowledge wasn't
provided.  
Not one of those finger pointers implying you are the new
leper in their midst knows if they are, in FACT, FULLY
Vaccinated (so, who's the leper now?)....and yet they were
led to believe they are safe and covered to be in and
around the public, even the vulnerable. Hmmm? Really?
Lol. Pride always comes before a fall. Remember that
when they ostracize you and don't include you in their
smug pod. Those pods aren't grounded in anything
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epidemics by working aggressively to eliminate harmful
exposures, hold those responsible accountable, and to

establish safeguards so this never happens again.
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